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Upon the  Sunday ffolwyng the mayer  &  his brethir beyng at paulis as they
custumably use, cam  unto  theym ffromthe kyng In message sir Reynold
Bray wyth  othir  of the  kyngis  counsayll, Shewyng that  the kyng desyrid  to
borow of the Cytcsyns  x  M1 li., whereof to gyve an answer, the mayer desyrid
Respit till the Thursday ffoluyng, At which daye was assemblyd at Guyldhalle
the  comon  counsayll, and thidir  cm  the fforenamyd six Regnold Bray with
othi: of the kyngys counsayll at which daye with grete submyssion  &  pray:
made unto thcym to be good meanys ffor the Cite  unto  the kyngys grace,
The comunslastly grauntid to lend  unto  the kyng M'M'M'Ml li., which of
his grace was well  &  thankfully takyn."

In the historiography of English public finance in the fifteenth century the
loans raisedby successive  kings from  their  subjects  have long been  a central
theme. In particular, the sumsof money solicited from a broad range of
creditors by special commissioners have been noticed by scholars as a particular

characteristic of the first half of the century.2 Initially successfulunder Henry
IV and his vigorous  son, under Henry VI the loan commissions rapidly declined
as an effective  means  of raising money in the face of  repeated  attempts to
borrow ever new  fimds  in ever shorter intervals, without offen'ng creditors
any realistic hope of repayment.  Although a  final effort in the wake of the
loss of the English possessions in France in  1453  had for once produced  a
substantial sum, the commission de  mutuo fan'mdo  was abandoned soon after
as  a  means of raising money for the Crown.3 In its place, the Yorkist adminis-
tration  of Edward IV  introduced a  new levy, the benevolence. By contrast
with the Lancastrian  state  loans the benevolence was  -  at least in theory —  a
free gift to the king from his  subjects and did not  need  to be repaid; by

I am  gxateful  to Dr David Grummitt for his  comments  on an  earlier  draft of this paper.

Unless stated otherwise, all mss cited are in the Public Record Office, Kew.

‘  A.H. Thomas and ID.  Thornley, eds, The Gmt Cbmm'tle of London, 1938, pp.  274—75.

2  KB. McFarlane, ‘Loans  to the  Lancastrian  kings: the problem of inducement’, Cambridge

Hirtorimljoumal, vol. 9  (1947—49), pp. 51—68; G.L.  Han-iss, ‘Aids, loans and benevolences’,

Hixtorimljoumal, vol.  6 (1963), pp. 1—19;J.A.  Doig, ‘Propaganda and  truth:  Henry V’s  royal

progress in  1421’, Nottingham  Medieval Studies, vol. 40 (1996), pp.  167—79; H.  Kleineke, ‘The

commission De  mutuofariendo in the reign of Henry VI’, EHR, vol. 106 (2001), pp.  1—30; M.

Jurkowski, C. L.  Smith  and D.  Crook, eds, Lu} T axe: in  England  and  Wain, 1188—1688, Kew

1998, pp.  xlv-xlix, 73—74, 76—77, 81—87, 89—93, 96—102, 104—05, 108—09, 126.
3  Kleineke, ‘Commission’, pp.  1—30.
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contrast with regular  taxation, the king did not require parliamentary assent to
impose it. It is perhaps not surprising, that the benevolence proved highly
unpopular, causing Richard  III to  pass a  statute abolishing ‘the  charge or
imposition  called  “benevolence” and any similar charge’.4 With scant regard
for his predecessor’s enactment, on the eve of his invasion of France in  1491
Henry VII nevertheless once more raised such a levy, but the result was clearly
disappointing and no further  attempt  at  a  similar imposition was made for the
remainder of the reign.5 When five years later large  amounts  of money were
rapidly needed to put an army into the field to counter  a  threatened Scottish
invasion, King Henry’s administration took recourse to the  traditional  resource
of his Lancastrian forbears, a general loan raised in the Shires.  This  last of the
fifteenth-century loans  raised by commission de  mutuofm'endo  has received some
attention in the broader context of royal borrowing, but has to date not become
the  subject  of an individual study.6 Yet, as will be shown in the following, in
its mechanics the money raising effort of 1496 was clearly distinct fromthe
Lancastrian  state  loans, and  thus  deserves separate_ treatment. Were further
justification for its discussion needed, we may seek it in the loan’s importance
in late fifteenth-century history more generally as part of the fiscal measures
which triggered the Cornish rising of 1497.7 A  study of the loan commission
and its  results  is greatly facilitated by the fullness of the  surviving docu-
mentation, which in itself causes it to stand out in English fiscal history: in
addition to chronicle accounts and  a  number of original  Signet letters  soliciting
loans, we have the receipt book of King Henry’s treasurer of war, Sir Robert
Lytton, recording the names and addresses of all contributors, as well as the

account of the treasurer of the chamber recording the  loan’s  repayment.
In October 1496 King Henry VII convened  a  great council at Westminster

to  discuss measures  against the  Scots and to seek the approval of the  com-
munity of the  realm  for the levying of a loan of £120,000 on the security of
a  grant of taxation expected from  a  Parliament to be summoned for the
following January.a In this he followed established procedure: whereas the

4 1 Richard HI, c. 2; SB.  Chrimes, Hang V71, London  1972, p.  203; M. Juxkowski,

‘Parliamentary and prerogative  taxation  in the reign of Edward  IV’, Parliamentay Hiring,
vol. 18 (1999), pp. 271—90; H.L. Gray, ‘The  first  Benevolence’, in AH.  Cole  at al., eds, Fat:

and Factor: in Etonomit  I-Iixloy, New York1932, pp. 90—113; R. Virgoe, ‘The Benevolence of
1481’, EHR, vol.  104 (1989), pp.  25—45.

5  Chrimes, Hang WI, pp.  203—4; Jurkowski at 11., ”Taxes’, p. 125.
6  W.  Busch, England under  the  Tudan, vol. 1, King Hwy VII, London  1895, p.  286.

7 On the Cornish rising, I.  Arthuxson, ‘The rising of  1497: a  revolt of the peasantry?’,
in J. Rosenthal and C. Richmond, eds, People, Politic:  and  Cammunigy in the  Later  Middle  Ages,
Gloucester 1987, pp. 1—18; the  same, 771:  Perkin Warbuk Comping 1491—99, Stroud  1994,

pp. 162—68; the same, ‘1497  and the  Western  Rising’, unpubl. Keele Univ. PhD  thesis,

1981. On  early Tudor tax rebellions generally, M.  Bush, "Tax  reform  and rebellion in early
Tudor  England’, I-Iixtoy, vol. 76 (1991), pp. 379—400.

a  Juxkowski at 41., Taxes, p. 126; D. Hay, ed., He  Anglia-a  Hixtaria  ofPo/jdom  Vetgil, CS,

Third Series 74, London 1950, pp.  90—91.
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Lancastrian kings had sought parliamentary suredes prior to raising their  state
loans, the benevolence of  1491  had been sanctioned by a  great council.9 Once
the loan had been sanctioned, the Westminster  clerks  set to work. Hundreds of
form letters for despatch to individual lenders were drafted, dated 1December,
initially leaving the addressee and sum requested blank. Such letters had long
been employed by English  kings, both in the context of general  state loans
and at other  times, but whereas such letters had traditionally been issued under
the privy seal, Henry VII’s were sealed with the Signet, and every letter was
given the  king’s  personal authority by being signed individually with the royal
sign manual. The letters stressed the cruelty of the enemy, outlining the emer-
gency for which the king was requesting his  subjects’ aid, emphasized the
agreement of the great council and the sumsof money already advanced by
boththe magnates and the king himself, and promised ‘bills of  mutuum’ as
security for repayment of the £40,000 which were  requested fromthe wider
community of the realm. Each recipient was asked to lend  a  specified sum,
which he was either to deliver to the exchequer in person, to send by a friend
or  servant, or pay to the king’s commissioners.”

Such  commissioners were subsequently appointed to follow up the letters
in the  Shires, with the  traditional  exemptions of the northernand northwestern
Shires of Cumberland, Westmoreland, Northumberland and Durham which
contributed more directly to the defence against the  Scots by providing man-
power and supplies and bore the bruntof any Scottish raids.  Also  exempt
were the palatinates of Lancashire and  Cheshire.  Up to this point, the procedure
adopted by Henry VII’s  administration closely followed the methods which
earlier in the century the Lancastrian  kings  had employed in soliciting loans
from their  subjects. Yet, the king and his advisers had learnt the lessons both
of the Lancastrian state loans and of the Yorkist benevolences. The first  such
lesson was the importance of appointing commissioners who would do their
best  in the king’s interest, rather  than  seeking to maintain good relations with
their neighbours in the localities to the detriment of the Crown. The  most
successful of the fifteenth-century fund-raising efforts had invariably been
those  spearheaded  by the  king himself.  This  was as trueof Henry V’s progress
of 1421 as of Edward IV ’5 personal quest for benevolences in 1474.” Henry
VII, prevented by the need to steer the preparations for the war fromembarking
on  a  similar tour of his realm in quest for money, had to rely on others to
make his  case  to his subjects.

9  Chrimes, Hang: VII, pp.  144, 203.
‘0 Original letters  survive  in PRO, E34/2, 3, 27; SC1 /58/ 55; BL  Cotton  MSS  Cleopatra

F vi, ff.  247v-249; Titus  B v, f.  155.  Printed samples,j.B.  Sheppard, ed., Chrimbmtb  Izttm,
CS, New Series 19, London 1877, pp.  62—63;  A.F.  Pollard, 7%:  Reign  qeng VII, 3  vols,

London  and New York  1913—14, vol. 2, pp.  45—46.
"  Doig, ‘Propaganda’, pp. 167—79;Jurkowski, Taxation’, p.  284;]uxkowski  et  4].,  Taxes,

pp. 83, 115—17;  Gray, 'Bencvolence’, pp. 90—92.
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Geographical distribution  of the  1496 loan
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The composition of the panels who drove the  king’s  demands home thus
differed strongly from that of the  Lancastrian  commissions de  mutuo fadendo.
Whereas  the latter had usually been made up of the same combination of
nobles, gentry and clergy who staffed other royal commissions in the localities,
the 1496 commission was  dominated  by men  closely linked  to the  king him-
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self.12 Thus, the  Essex commission included John Raynsford, an  esquire  of
the  body, and the  royal counsellor  Sir  Henry Mamey, in  Worcestershire  and
Staffordshire respectively the  body knights  Sir  John Mortimer  and Sir Humph-
rey Stanley officiated, while  in  Oxfordshire  the treasurer of the household, Sir
Richard Croft, attested  the  receipts, and in  Gloucestershire Rict Pole, stew-

ard of the  household  to the king’s  uncle Jasper Tudor, duke of  Bedford, did
likewise.”

The  commissioners appointed  to raise the  Lancastrian state loans  had
usually been given detailed  instructions how to proceed and  what  to say. In
addition, the  commissioners charged with levying Edward  IV’s and  Henry
VII’s  benevolences  had  been issued with detailed assessments  of all  those with
whom they were  to treat, a  practice also adopted  by Henry VIII  in 1522—23
for the  raising of a  general loan similar  to that  with which  we are  concerned
here.‘4 We  have  no  definite evidence  of how the  commissioners  of  1496  were
instructed  and  equipped, but it  seems clear that some form  of  assessment  did
take place.  The  royal  Signet  letters requesting loans, having in the  first instance
been  drawn  up in  form, were  subsequently, but  probably still at Westminster,
completed with  sums and counties, each county being allocated  a  total  sum,

perhaps on the  basis  of  earlier  tax  assessments  as had  been  the  practice  under
Edward  IV.‘5 Furthermore, in  1498 a plaintiff  in the  court  of  Chancery recalled
that his  father, a  Hertfordshire man, had  been  ‘assessid and  assyngned’ by the
royal commissioners  to  lend  the king the sum of £3."

Despite  all  central regulation, there  was  scope  for a  degree  of  variation  in
the  commissioners’ approach fromcounty to  county. Whereas  in the  majority
of counties Signet  letters were addressed  to  specified  individuals, a number of
surviving letters  are not  endorsed with  any address, and may have been  retained
by the  commissioners  for use when  appropriate.  In Kent, this  was the  general
procedure: none  of the  letters from that county bear  an endorsement, and

'2 Kleineke, ‘Commission', pp. 8—11. No  full list  of the 1496  commission survives, but

it is  possible  to  construct a  partial  list fromendorsements  and signatures on the  surviving

Signet  letters  (cf.  appendix 1).
'3 Below, appendix  1.
"  Several  sets  of instructions to  commissioners  survive  from  the  Lancasttian period:

e.g.  Pn'y Council  of England.  Pmmding:  and  Ordinanm, ed.  N.H.  Nicolas, vol.  5, 1436—43,

pp. 414, 201; vol.  6, 1443-61, pp. 46, 322. For the loan of 1522—23, PRO, SP1/25, ff.
24—27; Jurkowski  at 41., Tues, pp. 135—37; Harriss, ‘Aids’, p. 17.

'5 Even under  the Lancasuians  particular regions, if not counties, had been (somewhat

unrealistically) assigned  set sumsof  money:  in  July 1449 the exchequet was ordered to cut

tallies  worth {6,000, which  the king’s  commissioners  were to seek to  borrow fromthe

men of Somerset, Dorset, Wiltshire, Devon  and  Cornwall (E404/65/211).  It is  probable

that the  sums requested in the letters and repeated in an endorsement were  entered before
the  commissioners  began  their negotiations, as the letters' addressees often  agreed  a lesser

loan  with  the commissioners, which  was  noted  on the  letters  ‘thc som  above  writon

notwithstanding (E34/3).
‘° C1/212/7.
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when the king’s treasurer of war entered the loans into his  book  of receipts,
those fromKent  were  with few exceptions recorded by the hundred, the unit
by which parliamentary taxes were customarily assessed in the county, sug-
gesting that the commissioners met with representatives of each hundred to
negotiate  a  loan.17 In Bedfordshire and  Buckinghamshjre a  plethora of small
loans fromevery corner of the counties point to the diligence of the  com-
missioners, whereas elsewhere less effort may have been expended: the  distri-
bution of the greater part of the loans from Wiltshjre along the road leading
west may suggest that the commissioners simply negotiated with the men they
could  meet while crossing the county. Equally diverse were the approaches
made to the cities and towns. In  most  of the more  important  urban centres
the commissioners approached the civic and urban  authorities  for  a  corporate
loan, as Sir Reynold Bray and his associates had done in London.  This  was
the  case  in  Bristol, Norwich, Bishop’s Lynn, Southampton, Canterbury, and a
number of other towns  (table  1).18

By conuast, in  other  cities, such  as Exeter, Yorkand Lincoln the  com-
missioners negotiated with individual men for their contribution.

Table  1.

London ma or, alderman  and  citizens £4000 E36/l4, . 339

Bristol ma or and bur  esses £538  65. 8d.  536/14, . 312

Norwich ma or and  others £333  63. 8d.  536/14. .  286

L  nn ma or and bur  esses £200 1336/14, .241

Gloucester  ma or and bur  esses £168 536/14, .329

Southam  ton ma or and bur  esses £160 E36/l4, .235
Canterbu  ma or, aldennen  and  citizens  £100 E36/l4, .  309

Hereford  ma or and  citizens £100 536/l4, .284

l swich bailiffs  and  other  inhabitants  £l00 E36/l4, .26]

Wells inhabitants £100 E36/l4, .288
Yarmouth  bailiffs  and bur  esses £90 1336/14, .256, 262

Winchester  ma or and bur  esses £79 73. 536/14, . 35]

Cambrid e  ma or, bailiffs  and bur  esses  £66 13s. 4d.  536/14, . 310

Bedford ma or and  other  inhabitants  £66 135. 4d.  E36114, .316

Dartmouth  ma or and bur  esses £40 1536/14, .281

Where the  latter  practice was adopted, it becomes apparent just how widely
the commissioners  cast  their net. At  York, where  merchants predominated
among the lenders, members of at least nineteen  other  trades lent, while at
Lincoln, where the cathedral clergy made up the bulkof the city’s  loan,
members of ten crafts or  trades  also contributed. In both cases, members of
the gentry were  also approached  (table  2).

'7 Kendsh letters: Sheppard, Cbfistcbmtb, pp.  62—63; Pollard, Hang VII, vol. 2, pp.  45—46;
E34/2, pp. 35, 39, 97, 101, 109, 129, 131; E34/3. For tax assessment by the  hundred rather

than  the vill, R.  Glasscock, ed., T be La} Suid} of 1334, London  1975, p.  140.

'3 At Canterbury, the city Chamberlain  accounted  for the  expenses  of the mayor and
three associates riding to London ‘for their labours and deliberations over  certain sums of
money lent to the Lord King’: Canterbury Cathedral  Library, FA 7, Chamberlains’ Accounts,
1483—1499, fol.  245.  I owe this  reference  to Dr. David Grummitt.
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Table  2.

It has long been customary to describe the Crown loans raised by com-
missioners as ‘forced’,19 even though this label was  first called  into question
by K.B.  McFarlane more than halfa century ago.20 Throughout  the  fifteenth
century chroniclers complained vociferously about any attempt to  assess men’s
ability to contribute to a loan,21 but it now seems clear that any pressure
brought to bear on prospective lenders was moral rather  than  physical.22 As
Gerald Harriss has shown, the theory which underpinned the  state loans of
the fifteenth century was one of  a  subject’s obligation to assist the King in

HENRY  VII’S ‘FORCED  LOAN’ OF  1496

Profession
Bakers

Bellfounders

Butchers

Ca  enters

Cathedral other
Cathedral  cler

Cler other

Clerks
Cooks

Doctors

Dra ers

Dyers

Fishermen

Fletchers

Furriers

Gem

Glaziers

Grocers

Husbandmen
lnnholders

lronmon  ers

Jewellers

Mariners

Mercers

Merchants

Notaries
Patenmakers

Pewterers

Pikemon  ers

Scribes

Smiths

Sowers

Tanners

Undefined
Weavers

Widows

Wiredrawers

York
£28 6s. 8d.

£8 13:. 411.

£85
£6 I33. 4d.

£3 63. 8d.
£25 6:. 8d,
£15
£2 103.

£3 63. 8d.

£3 6:. 8d.

£58 I33. 4d.

£2
£5

£2
£2 13:. 4d.

£3 63. 8d.

£102

£2

£4

£2
£5

£3 63. 8d.

£l0

£2

£5

£3 63. 8d.

'9 E.g. Jurkowski e! 41., Taxex, 1mm)”.
2” McFarlane, Loam, p. 59.
2' Ibid, p. 57.
u  Kleineke, ‘Commission’, pp.  24—5.
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Lincoln

£10

£2 6:. 8d.

£16  l35.  4d.
£169
£1 135. 4d.

£3 13:. 4d.

£11 133. 4d.

£2

£l6 133. 4d.

£l6

£10

£2

£2

£5

HS  13:. 4d.

£29 63. 8d.
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his hourof need. As a consequence of this  obligation, the subject could not
refuse outright to lend, but he could plead  extenuating circumstances, princi-
pally poverty.” Under the  Lancastrians  it had been common for the  com-
missioners to returnlong lists of tragic stories of the disasters that had
impoverished  the men of their  Shires, thus explaining their failure to return
any loans to the Exchequer. In this, as in other ways, Henry VII’s  advisers
had learnt  their  lesson. To counter specifically the plea of poverty, the  com-
missioners were instructed to present  unwilling creditors with the dilemma
now commonly known as  ‘Morton’s  Fork’, and variously attributed to Cardinal
Morton or Bishop Fox. The commissioners were told to operate on the premise
that those living an ostentadously wealthy lifestyle  could  clearly afford to give
money to the king, while  those  whose life was characterised by thrift were
equally well placed to pay, as they had evidently been saving. The  ‘fork’ is
generally thought to have been included in the instructions to the  com-
missioners  levying the  1491  benevolence, but Edward IV had employed  com-
parable  tacu'cs in 1474, and it is probable  that  the instructions of 1496 would
have been couched in similar terms.“

Nevertheless, even in  1496  it was still possible for  a  man to claim to be too
poor to lend the requested sum.  Thus, that year the Essex commissioners
reported that they had agreed on  a  lesser sum than  that  originally requested  from
Patrick Loran, rector of Southstanbridge, on account of his great poverty.25
Indeed, rather than being the exception to the rule, it was fairly common for men

to agree to lend a lesser sum  than  had been  asked  for. Of the surviving Signet
letters whose recipients can be identified, only half produced the sumsoriginally
requested.  Several  individuals  were able to negotiate very substantial  reductions,
such as the prior of  Monkton Farleigh, Wiltshire, who was asked to lend 100
marks, but in the event paid  just  1005.,”5 the prior of  Butlcy, Suffolk, who was
able to lend just  £20, although  asked for five times that sum,27 or the abbot of
Wobuxn, the parson of Caddington and the vicar of  Leighton  Buzzard, Bedford-
shire, who were  asked  between them to provide the sum of £1 00, but in the event
between them only offered the by comparison derisory sum of  £20.”

Some of the commissioners’ endorsements to the Signet letters tell vividly
of the intense haggling that  took place. The Herefordshire commissioners negoti-

”  Haniss, ‘Aids', pp. 16—17.
2‘ B.  Vickets, ed., He  H5100 of the  Reign ofIGng Hang VYI b1  Fraud: Baum, Cambtidge

1998, pp.  85—86; Chrimes, Hang VII, p.  203.  Desiderius  Erasmus, Eulexiaxtae  .riue dc  ralione
mncionandi  Iihn' quatmr, Basle  1535, bk. ii, p.  227, attributes  the dilemma to Fox, and  reports

that  it related to ‘a  precarious  imposition, by name  of  a  loan’.  I am indebted to Dr G.W.
Bernard for his  cements  on this point.

’5 The enrolled  account  of the  loan  (E36/14, p.  291; E179/265/32) shows  that Loran

lent £10; the  original  pdvy seal  letter (E34/3) is  damaged  and  both  the sumsoriginally
requested  and agreed are illegible.

2‘ E34/3; E36/14, p. 297.
2" E34/3; E36/14, p.  259.
28 E34/2, no. 9.
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ating withJohn Pye of Kilpeck,]ohn Baskervile,John Lynghen of  Stoke  and the
vicar of Eardjsland  initially requested £40 fromthese fourmen. An endorsement
shows that the men agreed to lend  a  mere  50:.  This  was clearly not deemed
enough, so  after furtherpersuasion, the  loan  was increased to £10.29 Another
group of men meeting with the same commissioners (John Clynton, Roland
Vuet, John Pembrige and the rector of Stretton) was asked for £20 and after
initially agreeing to lend 665. 8d. was persuaded to part with J€10.30

In the case of the  most  obstinate of prospective creditors, the only sanction
available to the commissioners was to  assign  the individual  a  day for appearance
before the  king’s  council  a  method, which had already been employed by the
Lancastrians.  It is impossible to tell how extensively this threat was  used, but
it was clearly serious. At  least  one of the surviving Signet letters of 1496 bears
endorsements  that  show this process being carried  through  to the end. In
response to  a  letter sent to Lady Elizabeth Elmys of Henley on  Thames  and
her son, William Elmys, requesting a  loan  of £40, the Oxfordshire  com-
missioners had extracted  a  promise of  a  mere £5  ‘and  no more’ from the lady,
and had consequently ‘gyffyn hi:  a  moncion to apere by fore the kynges
counsell by fore  Candelmas’, which persuaded Lady Elizabeth to  increase  her
contribution to 20 marks.“

Despite  such  opposition, the commissioners’ efforts proved remarkably
successful.The sum of £40,000 sought corresponded closely to  a  full lay 10th
and  15th plus a  clerical tenth fromthe southern province of Canterbury. This
was  quite  possibly no accident, for even a few years previously the assessors of
income taxes voted by Parliament had clearly used the quotas of the  traditional
subsidies as  a  basis of  their  operation.32 More than 2,700  individuals, groups
of  individuals, or corporate bodies contributed almost the full sum requested,
over and above the money advanced  by the king and his councillors.” Of this
sum, some £30,000, approximately the equivalent of  a tenth  and  fifteenth,
were advanced by the  laity, the remainder being found by the clergy. Yet, the
share of the  loan  borne by different  Shires varied  as widely as the  com-

”  E36/14, p. 301; E34/2, p. 47.
3° E36/14, p.  298; E34/3.
3' E36/14, p.  232; E34/2, p. 87.  There  is however no indication  that  as in the  case of

the  ‘Amicable Grant’ of 1525men  were  subjected to  actual ‘rough’ treatment: G.W. Bernard,
War; Taxation and  Rebellion  in curb Tudor  England, Brighton  1986, pp.  153—54. By the end
of Henry VIII’s reign  ‘strong-arm’ tactics  had  been  abandoned altogether, and  com-
missioners  were  instead  instructed to ‘dimisse [unwilling creditors] gentelly and to pase the
mattier over in silence’: San  Macino, Huntington Library, Hastings  MSS, correspondence
box 1, HA13886. I am grateful to Dr David Grummitt for this  reference.

32 Jurkowski, ‘Taxau'on’, p. 278.
3’ The king advanced £8,000 from his own coffers, his  mother lent  )£100. The  bishops

found  {2,233  65. 8d., the lay peers (excepting Lord  Treasurer Dynham) £1,060. The judges,
serjeants at law and  other  officials of the Westminster  common  law  courts  contributed
£873 65.  8d., the officials of the  exchequer  (including Lord  Dynham  and Sir Reynold Bray)
£1,603  65.  8d.: E36/14, pam'm.
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missioners’ zeal  in raising it, and did not necessarily correspond to the  county’s
share of  a  tenth and  fifteenth.  Whereas in approximately one third of the
English Shires, mainly the southern and  south  western counties, the sums lent

exceeded the contribution  that  might have been expected on the basis of the
traditional assessment, in the remainder the loans fell significantly short  of
these  sums.” Interestingly, the county hardest  hit was Cornwall, which lent
three times the value of its share of a tenth and fifteenth. Combined with the
first instalment of the taxation granted by parliament in January, the men of
the far southwest had to produce the equivalent of five ordinary subsidies
within  a  period of three months.35 It is  thus  not surprising, that  by the summer
of  1497  the county was in open rebellion.

When Henry VII sought his great council’s approval for a general  loan, the
last such  exercise lay more than 40 years in the  past.  Nevertheless, earlier in the
same year the pretender  Perkin  Warbeck had  issued  a manifesto, which  pilloried
interalz'a King Henry’s oppressive tax policy. It was probably in response to these
charges that it was decided to raise  a  loan  that  was repayable, rather than  a  benev-
olence, which was not. Indeed, as opposed to the state loans of the  Lancastrian
periods when creditors had only limited hope of ever recovering what they had
lent,“S by March  1498 the bulk of the money borrowed eighteen  months  pre-
viously, some £49,397, had been repaid to the lenders.37 Yet, the state loan of
1496  did not follow exactly the blueprint of its Lancastrian precursors. In

terms of its mechanics, it 'was  a  hybn'd, combining the characteristics of the

Lancastrian  state  loan with some of those of the  Yorkist  benevolence. As in
the  case  of the former, creditors were approached by royal  letters  which were

subsequently followed up by panels of commissioners. As in the  case  of the latter,
men’s  ability to contribute was  assessed  and moral pressure applied. The king
added  his  personal  authority to the money raising effort by signing each  Signet
letter individually, but in the localities it  fell  to his close associates to induce

potential lenders to contribute.  Although  more successful than any of its precur-
sors, the loan of  1496  was in one sense the  most  disastrous of the fifteenth-

century state  loans, for it contributed to the  financial  pressures which caused
the men of Cornwall to rise in  open  rebellion the following summer.After the
extensive grants of  taxation  of the  1497  Parliament Henry VII’s financial position
was strengthened to  such a  degree that he never again felt the  need  to turnto the  -
country to anticipate  a  subsidy.38 Equally, however, the experience of  1497  must
have made  such  a. course of action seem decidedly unappealing.

3‘ Tax  assessments: comp.  Jurkowski, ”Taxation’, pp.  288—89.

35 Bush, ‘Tax reform’, p. 388.
3‘ G.L. Harriss, ‘Preference  at the medieval  Exchequer’, BIHR, vol. 30 (1957), pp. 17—

40; the same, ‘Fictitious  loans’, Emmmit  Hiring Review, vol.  8  (1955), pp.  187—99.
3" E101/414/16, ff. 9. 19, 21, 28, 31v, 130v.
3' On  Henry VII’s  finances in the last decade of his reign, D. Grummitt, ‘Henry VII,

Chamber  finance  and the “New Monarchy”: some new evidence’, I-Iistafim/ Research, vol.

72 (1999), pp.  229—43.
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Appendlx 1
1496 Commissioners  de  mutuo faciendo:

Bucking/Jarmllim m'
Thomas  Bryan” Six Roget Coton4s
Sir John Don“o - Sir Richard Fitzltzwis46
Thomas Langston41 Sir Henry Mamy“
William Rede“2 Robert Newport48

John Raynsforth"
Cornwall- Sir Thomas Tyrellso
Piers Bevyll“
John Trefry“

’9 Either  Sir  Thomas  Bryan (died 1500), chief  justice  of  common  pleas  1471  until his
death, or his son, Sir Thomas Bryan of Ashridge, a knight  of the body.  E34/2, no. 2,
pp. 1, 29, 31, 51; ST.  Bindoff, ed., The Hixtogl  ofParfimenl:  The  Common:  1509—58, 3  vols,

London  1982, vol. 1, p. 527.

4° Probably Sir John Donne (died 1503), sheriff of Beds. and  Bucks. 1485—86.  E34/2,

pp. 21, 29, 51, 93, 139; Calendar  qf Fine Rallr  (CPR), vol. 22, Hang WI, 1485—1509, RS,

London 1963, nos 95, 752.
4‘ Thomas Langston, sheriff of Beds. and Bucks.  1496—97.  E34/2, pp. 29, 51; CFR,

vol.  22, no.  574. .

‘2 William Rede of Borstal], Bucks., esq., sheriff of Beds. and Bucks.  1494—95.  C67/
54, m. 7. E34/2, pp. 21, 31, 93, 139; CFR, vol.  22, no. 512.

‘3 Peter  Bevyle of Guernok in St. Olav, deputy receiver of the duchy of Cornwall.  C67/
54, m. 1; E34/2, p. 7.

‘4 Probably Sir John Trefry of Fowey, who  went  into exile with  Henry Tudor in  1483
and was  knighted  by the pretender at Milford Haven two years later. There however several
men of the same name alive at the time, includingjohn  Trefry of Tremure who  contributed
£5 to the loan. E34/2, p. 7; E36/ 14, p.  271; LC. Wedgwood, ed., The Himy 9f Parliament:

Biographie: qembm  of the  Common: Home, 1439—1509, London 1936, p.  865; AL. Rowse,

Tudor  Comma/l, 2nd edn, London 1969, pp.  111, 113.

45 Sir  Roger  Cotton  (died 1498).  1334/2, no. 8, pp. 3, 9, 23, 83, 85, 99, 103, 137; E34/
3; CFR, vol. 22, no. 620.

4" Sir Richard FitzLewis (died  1528) of West Homdon, who contributed £13 6:. 8d. to
the loan. E34/2, pp. 3, 9, 23, 53, 83, 85, 99, 103, 105, 137; E34/3; E36/14, p.  316;
Wedgwood, Biogrqbbiet, p.  334; Bindoff, Histay, vol. 2, p. 140.

‘7 Sir Henry Mamey (died 1523) of Layer Mamey (later KG and Lord Mamey). Privy
counsellor, who contributed £13 65. 8d. to the loan. E34/2, no. 8, pp. 3, 9, 23, 53, 85,

99, 103, 105, 137; E34/3; E36/14, p.  269; Wedgwood, pp.  575—6; CP, vol. 8, p.  523.
‘3 Robert Newport  esq., sheriff of Essex and  Hex-ts.  1496—97.  E34/3; CFR, vol. 22,

no.  574.
‘9 Sir John  Raynsforth  (died c.1521) of Bradfield.  Esquire  and  knight  of the body. E34/

2, no. 8, pp. 3, 9, 23, 53, 83, 85, 103, 105, 137; E34/3; Bindoff, HimDI, vol.  3, p. 182.
5° Sir  Thomas  Tyrell (died  [.1510) of  East Homdon, who contributed {13 65. 8d. to

the  loan.  E34/2, pp. 3, 23, 53, 83, 85, 99, 103, 105, 137; E34/3; E36/14, p.  261; Wedgwood,
BiographieJ, pp.  891—93.
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Gloucestmhire: Oag’ordrhim:
Richard Pole'r‘l Sir Richard Croft59

Richard Mayow‘0
Hampxbim:
John Pounde52 Stmfirdrbim:
William  T  sted53 Si: Humphrey Stanley“y

London: Ittthre:
Sir Reynold Bray“ Walter Cornyngton62

Sir Walter  Hungerford“
Middlesex:

Sir John  Rysleys'r‘ Mmstmhin:
Sir  Robert  Litton“5 Sir Edward  Blount“
Easter  PYVylkylgion” Sir John Mortymcr65

enry rowy

5' Richard Pole (died  1517) of  Coates, steward of the household of Jasper, duke of
Bedford.  E34/3; Wedgwood, Biographiu, pp. 690—91.

52 John Pound (died 1511) ofDmyton.  E34/2, pp.  117, 127; Wedgwood, Biographiex, p. 695.
5’ E34/2, pp.  117, 127.
5‘ Sir Reynold Bray (died 1503) of Waking, one of  Henry VII’s  most  trusted servants.

Thomas and Thomley, Great Cbmm'rle, p.  275; Wedgwood, Biographiex, pp.  104—05; M.M.
Condom, ‘From Caitiff  and  Villain  to  Pater pattiae:  Reynold Bray and the profits of office',
in M.A.  Hicks, ed., Pmfit, Piey and the  mem'om  in  Later  Medieval  England, Gloucester 1990,

pp.  137—68; DJ.  Guth, ‘Climbing the Civil-Service pole during Civil  War:  Si: Reynold
Bray (c.1440—1503)’, in S.  Michalove  and A.C. Reeves, eds, Estratggement, Enterprire  and
Edumfian, Sttoud 1998, pp.  47—62.

55 Sir John Ryseley (died 1512) of Lavenham and London; knight  of the body and
fcoffee of Henry VII’s  will. E34/2, p. 92; Wedgwood, Biographiex, pp. 717-18.

5‘ Sir  Robert  Lytton (died  1505) of Stanwell and Knebworth; keeper  of the  Great
Wardrobe and  treasurer  of war who received the  proceeds  of the  1496  loan.  E34/2, p. 92;
Wedgwood, Biographiex, pp. 565-66.

57 E34/2, p. 92.
5“ Probably Henry Frowyk (died  1506) of  South  Mimms. E34/2, p. 92; Wedgwood,

Biographiex, p.  358.
5” Probably Sir Rict  Croft  (died  1509) of Croft, treasurer of the household, rather  than

his son Rict (died 1501). E34/2, pp. 67, 87; E34/ 3; Wedgwood, Biagrapbiu, pp. 237—9.
‘° Archdeacon of Oxford and chaplain to the king, who who lent £66 135. 4d. E34/

3; E36/ 14, p.  225; E159/274, morda  rot.  Mich. 7; Emden, Oagflrd, vol.  2, pp.  1247—49.

6' Sir Humphrey Stanley (died  1505) of Pipe and Clifton; knight  of the body.  E34/3;
Wedgwood, Biagrapbiu, p.  797.

‘2 E34/3.
‘3 Sir  Walter  Hungerford (died  1516) of  Heytesbury and  Farleigh  Hungerford; later

privy counsellor, who lent £66  135.  4d.  E34/3; E36/ 14, p.  226; Wedgwood, Biographia,

pp.  486—87; K. Hillier, Walter Hungerford’, He  Rimrdian, vol. 3, no.  7  (1975), pp. 15—20,

rcpt. in J.  Pettc, ed., Ritbard  III:  mn and  People, Gloucester  1985, pp. 109—15.

‘4 Sir Edward  Blount  (died  1499).  E34/2, no. 5, p.  107; CPR, vol. 22, no.  624.
‘5 Sir John  Mortimer  (died  1504) of Cure.  Knight  of the body.  E34/2, no. 5, p.  107;

Wedgwood, Biographiex, pp.  613—14.
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Appendix  2:
T be  1496  Loan  fmm the couflfiex'

Coun Lai Cler Total
Bedfordshire £637  3s. 5d. £164 133.  4d. £801  16s.  9d.
Berkshire £651  14s. £450 £1101  14s.
Bn'stol £71 1 - £7 1  1
Buckin hamshire £877  10s. £232  103. £1110
Cambrid  e  Universi  - £95 £95
Cambrid eshire £499  15s. £130  133. 4d. £630  8s. 4d.
Cornwall £1381  11s. 4d.  £234  83. 8d. £1616
Derb shire £16 13:. 4d. - £16  13s.  4d.

Devonshire £1808 165. 8d.  £643  6s. 8d. £2452  3s. 4d.

Dorset £689  6s. 8d. £195 . £884  6:. 8d.
Essex £1402 £339  6s. 8d. £1741  6s. 8d.
Gloucestershire £588  63. 8d. £198  3s. 4d. £786  10s.
Ham shire £813  0s. 4d. £390 £1203  0s. 4d.
Herefordshire £285 £178 6s. 8d. £463  63. 8d.
Henfordshire £612  16s. 8d.  £191 £803  163. 8d.
Huntin donshire £278 £143  133. 4d. £421  133. 4d.
Kent £1358 4s. 9d. £381 10s. £1739 143.  9d.
Leicestershire £915  Ss. 4d. £462  83. 4d. £1377  163. 8d.
Lincolnshire £422  13s. 4d.  £297  6s. 8d. £720

London £4333  6s. 8d. £110 £4443  63. 8d.
Middlesex £1797  6s. 8d. £1013 6s. 8d. £2810 13s. 4d.
Norfolk £1735 £436  133. 4d. £2171  13s. 4d.
Northam tonshire £901 £259  65. 8d. £1160 6s. 8d.
Oxford  Universi - £123 £123
Oxfordshire £701  13s. 4d.  £216  63. 8d. £918
Rutland £107 18s. 4d. £2 ls. 8d. £110
Shro  shire -  ' £86 133. 4d. £86 133. 4d.
Somerset £1291  13s. 4d. £786  133.  4d. £2078  63. 8d.
Staffordshire £165 £101 13s. 4d. £266  13s. 4d.

Suffolk £1320  18s. 2d.  £430 £1750  18s.  2d.
Surre £576  83. 4d. £290 £866  83. 4d.
Sussex £915  133. 4d.  £193 £1108  13s.  4d.
Warwickshire £477 £207  63. 8d. £684  6s. 8d.
Wiltshire £1407 13s. 4d.  £443  133. 4d. £1851 63. 8d.
Worcestershire £187 £270 £457
York  ci £305 103. £88 6:. 8d. £393  16s. 8d.

Yorks. Eastridin £433  133. 4d.  £213  103. £647  3s. 4d.
Yorks.  orthridin £294  9s. 4d. £216  33. 4d. £510 125. 8d.

Yorks. Westridin £639  103. £392  83. 1d. £1031 18s.  1d.

Totals: £31,539 143.  811. £10 607  103.  1d. £42 146 4s. 9d.
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